
Year 7 learn about Photovoltaics
A group of pupils had a Zoom call with Oxford University Professor, Henry 
Snaith, who specialises in photovoltaics (solar cells). 

John H won the runner-up prize in 
the Aspire to Engineer competition 
last year and we had the pleasure of 
sharing his prize with him (the Zoom 
call).
 
The children learnt a lot and had 
planned some very intelligent 
questions to ask the Professor. 

They were awarded housepoints 
for enthusiasm and general effort/
conduct during the call. 

The children did such a brilliant job 
– the representative from the Big 
Ideas organisation who observed/
hosted the meeting was very 
impressed with the class.
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Celebrating the life of Bishop Desmond Tutu
To celebrate the life of this wonderful man the school ran a poster 
competition and received some amazing entries from the students. We 
are proud of our students who love learning!

Year 5 Mathematicians 
The children enjoyed some 
welcome Spring sunshine at 
Christ’s Hospital as they attended 
the Maths Challenge. They were 
in time to see the historic ‘march’ 
into lunch before being put through 
their paces.

They enjoyed the highly competitive 
event in a packed field of schools 
and we look forward to getting the 
results after the Easter break.

Year 3 explore the Egyptian ways of life and death
The children enjoyed the visit of Horsham Museum’s Ancient Egypt 
experts, Petra and Lucy, who showed them replica and authentic 
artefacts, got them dressed up to show Ancient Egyptian hierarchy and 
then talked the children through the mummification process whilst the 
pupils performed it on a doll. Lots of fun was had by all and learning was 
clear to see from the smiles and focus on faces. 



Pre-Prep Head Teacher Awards
to week commencing 21 03 22

LPW 
Be

Kind

LPW 
Love

Learning

Reception

Adiella I for good focus with her letter formation

Amber McD for amazing reading

Aniket D for doing amazing Maths at home

Grace T for super writing

Harlan T for his fantastic painting of an alien

Leon W for amazing reading

Year 1

Asher G for superb ball skills in PE

Daniel M for super Maths

Jessica W for amazing work in English

Lana G for fantastic story writing

Leah B for consistently persevering and making amazing 
progress

Magnus D for fantastic story writing

Matthew S d S for fantastic measuring work in Maths

Oscar K for persevering with writing

Primrose G for being a kind and caring friend

Tilly W for an amazing story based on Possum Magic

Trixie G for excellent measuring in Maths

Year 2

Adelaide P for remembering her sounds when she is writing

Chloe R for being very enthusiastic about explorers

Clementine C-D for being able to talk about the properties of 3D shapes

Isla L for amazing French vocabulary, and for giving excellent 
verbal instructions

Rosie E for being very enthusiastic about explorers

Go out into the World and Do Good

It was the turn of Years 5 and 6 to collect goods for the local foodbank; 
Year 5 gathered over 90 items (by the Wednesday) and Year 6 collected an 
impressive total of over 300 items. A special mention goes to sisters Elizabeth 
and Olivia who created a beautiful leaflet to share with their neighbours.

Congratulations #3!
Well done to Ruby H, pictured right,  
who took part in the British Theatre 
Dance Association Competition in 
Essex. Ruby took part in three soloc 
classes: Ballet, Lyrical and Tap.  She 
also competed in a duet and two 
group dances.  She was delighted to 
receive a first place medal for one of 
the group dances.  She also received 
third and fourth place medals for 
the other group dance and the duet 
respectively.

Congratulations #2!
Well done to Emily T, pictured left,  who 
took part in the Worthing Festival of 
Music & Dance competition, following 
weeks of rehearsal. Her hard work 
clearly paid off as she was awarded 
first place in her class.

Congratulations #1!
Well done to  siblings Janani and 
Madhavan, who have been very 
busy with their speech and drama 
performances in Worthing Festival 
2022. Both did well and amassed 
quite a few awards between them.

Madhavan was awarded second 
place in the Age 6 poetry class and 
we look forward to seeing what he 
will achieve as he gets older!

Janani won her solo drama scene, 
was placed second place for her 
poetry reading, along with gaining 
two third places for reading and 
duologue respectively.

Janani took part in the finals 
night and everyone gave of their 
very best in a very close-fought 
competition. We are very proud 
that Janani was awarded the Joan 
Dickinson Memorial Trophy for 
the highest drama marks of entire 
junior  section of the Worthing 
Festival 2022. 

We are so proud of our Year 8 Scholars!
Our Year 8 scholarship class have worked so hard during a two year period that 
included two national lockdowns. This cohort has shown their resilience and 
determination. Here they are enjoying a moment to read and laugh with their 
friends in the sun.



House Points 
The final House Point totals for the Spring Term showed Celts in top 
place by just 4 points, over Normans. Congratulations to Celts who 
enjoyed their house treat of an afternoon of swimming in the Lancing 
College pool in the last week of term!

  CeltsCelts    2,666
  Normans  Normans    2,662
    Britons    Britons    2,538
  Saxons    Saxons    2,187            
        

Year 6
)Bertie F           ) 
)

for loving learning French and for being such a persistent 
learner spending 26 hours on Duolingo since joining the 
program in September, with a total of 7,014 XP

Elizabeth H    for consistently displaying kindess in form and going out of 
her way to craft and make our classroom a beautiful place!

) 
)

Lexi P              )
)
)

for being such a methodical and persistent learner in French 
by completing her whole booklet about school three weeks 
ahead of the due date, and for being open-minded by asking 
for extension work to delve deeper into the French way of 
celebrating Easter

)
Mairead C      )

)

for being kind and empathetic by swapping seats with 
someone voluntarily when she could see someone was 
upset

)
)

Unsayah K     )
) 
)

for loving learning French and for being such a persistent 
learner spending 16 hours on Duolingo since joining the 
program in September, with a total of 7,014 XP, and for 
completing her whole booklet about school three weeks 
ahead of the due date

Year 7

)
Benjamin B     )

)

for loving learning in French and showing empathy in 
lessons by explaining on several occasions grammar 
concepts to other pupils

Florence D for being an outstanding independent, methodical and 
persistent learner in French this term

Henry B for crafting an exceptionally thrilling story, with a twist in the 
tale

)
)

Imogen W       )
)

for crafting an exceptionally thrilling story, with a twist in the 
tale, and for being an outstandingly creative translator in 
French throughout the preparation of the Anthea Bell Prize 
for Young Translators

Jake G
for being the master of Duolingo in French at LPW with an 
outstanding score of 8,687 XP and spending 19 hours since 
joining the program in September

Janani R for being such a persistent, resilient and inquisitive learner 
who consistently delved deeper in French

)
)

John H            )
)

for being an inquisitive and open-minded learner who linked 
his passion for engineering to his French extension task 
on the author Jean-Claude Mourlevat by creating a water 
simulation in blender

Martha M for her consistent and outstanding work in French this term

Oliver Se for being an outstanding independent, open-minded and 
inquisitive learner in French this term

)
)

Oliver Sm       )
)
)

for loving learning French and for being a brilliant 
independent learner spending 7 hours 33 minutes on 
Duolingo since joining the program last September, with a 
total of 3,413 XP

William S for loving learning in French by delivering excellent work 
both in lessons and at French club

Year 8

Logan B for for being self-evaluative in English and applying newly 
learnt skills, under exam conditions 

)
Thomas S       )

)

for being a linking learner and applying information learnt in 
Geography to his English exam, and being kind and helping 
out Mr Lucas with his basketball club this term.
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Year 3

)
Autumn S        )

)

for empathising with an Indian farmer in monsoon weather 
to produce a brilliant diary entry, and for an imaginative and 
well-written application to Howard Carter to be a part of the 
dig to find Tutankhamun’s tomb

)
)Damian B     )
)

for working with increased focus when completing 
an extended task, and for loving learning French on 
Languagenut and for being so absorbed by it that he wanted 
to carry on learning after the lesson ended

Daniel B for an imaginative and well-written application to Howard 
Carter to be a part of the dig to find Tutankhamun’s tomb

Ethan S for an imaginative and well-written application to Howard 
Carter to be a part of the dig to find Tutankhamun’s tomb

Francesca G for an imaginative and well-written application to Howard 
Carter to be a part of the dig to find Tutankhamun’s tomb

Millie P for an imaginative and well-written application to Howard 
Carter to be a part of the dig to find Tutankhamun’s tomb

Rose E            for an imaginative and well-written application to Howard 
Carter to be a part of the dig to find Tutankhamun’s tomb

Tilly R-C for an imaginative and well-written application to Howard 
Carter to be a part of the dig to find Tutankhamun’s tomb

Year 4

Beau H for a creative and informative fact file on spiders

Riley D for perseverance when working on decimals in Maths

Rocco F for his ‘have a go’ attitude when working on fractions in 
Maths

)
Skantha N-R   ) 

)

for being an outstanding focused, methodical and 
independent learner when working in French on her booklet 
about animals

Thomas R       for his caring nature helping another child in a lesson

Vivian B for a creative and informative fact file on spiders

Year 5
)
)

Beatrice D      )
)

for showing excellent resilience and problem solving 
during the Christ’s Hospital Maths Challenge, for consistent 
outstanding work in French throughout the term, and for her 
love of learning

)
Faye W           )

)   

for superb levels of persistence and self-evaluation in 
checking through work in English to ensure it is the best it 
can be!

)
Fraser S         )

)

for superb levels of persistence and self-evaluation in 
checking through work in English to ensure it is the best it 
can be!

)
Freddie B            )

)

for loving learning French and for being such a persistent 
learner spending 26 hours on Duolingo since joining the 
program in September, with a total of 5,039 XP

)
Jonathan C    )

)

for loving learning French and for being such a persistent 
learner spending 25 hours on Duolingo since joining the 
program in September, with a total of 4,802 XP

Joshua C for an imaginative and entertaining conducted tour of 
ancient Pompeii

Misha M for delving deeper in French and for using her creative and 
methodical learning powers to make excellent progress

Oscar E for an imaginative and entertaining conducted tour of 
ancient Pompeii

)
Rex R               )

)

for an imaginative and entertaining conducted tour of 
ancient Pompeii, and for showing excellent resilience and 
problem solving during the Christ’s Hospital Maths Challenge

)
Ryley G           )

)

for an imaginative and entertaining conducted tour of 
ancient Pompeii, and for showing excellent resilience and 
problem solving during the Christ’s Hospital Maths Challenge

Sophia S for showing excellent resilience and problem solving during 
the Christ’s Hospital Maths Challenge


